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DETAILERS CHOICE DELUXE WASH MITT WITH THUMB - What makes this mitt unique are
the extra thick, super-soft, synthetic wool fibers that trap dirt to keep it away from the paint and help prevent
scratching. The 8" x 10" size holds more car wash and speeds washing. A unique thumb-hold and elastic wristband
design offers better control and helps keep it on your hand. When dirty, machine-wash in warm water with detergent,
shake well and air-dry.
17601 Detailers Choice Deluxe Wash Mitt With Thumb

DETAILERS CHOICE COTTON CHENILLE SHAMPOO WASH PAD - The long fiber,
dense, cotton chenille pile is sewn over all sides of an absorbent 8" by 5" sponge. The easy to grip, super-sudsing
pad lifts dirt and grime and washes it away without scratching. Since it is 100% cotton chenille, it is safe for all
surfaces. This is a great tool for washing wheels. After use, rinse thoroughly in clean water, squeeze out the excess
water and air-dry.

17603 Detailers Choice Cotton Chenille Shampoo Wash Pad

DETAILERS CHOICE 100% COTTON TERRY TOWEL - 4/PKG -

Package of 4 - 14" x 17"
Towels - These soft, absorbent, 100% cotton, 14" x 17" utility terry towels are handy for cleaning, removing
leather/vinyl protectants, drying wheels and other small areas. Most towels labeled 100% cotton, in fact, contain up
to 20% polyester fibers that may scratch your paint, so check your towels carefully. If you are plagued by fine
scratches, your towels may be the culprit. Machine wash using detergent only, no fabric softeners and machine dry.
Do not use dryer towels in the dryer. Each package contains four towels.

17604 Detailers Choice 100% Cotton Terry Towel - 4/Pkg

DETAILERS CHOICE TERRY/FOAM APPLICATOR PAD W/ POCKET -

A 6" Diameter
foam pad covered with super-soft, 100% cotton terry cloth with a unique design finger pocket on top to protect your
fingers. This pad is a great way to apply cleaners, glazes, waxes and even liquid protectants. When dirty, wash in
warm soapy water, rinse thoroughly with water, squeeze out the excess water and air-dry.

17606 Detailers Choice Terry/Foam Applicator Pad w/Pocket

DETAILERS CHOICE 100% COTTON JUMBO TERRY TOWELS - Page of 2 - 12" x 40"
Towels - DISCONTINUED - Limited Quantities Available - A pair of soft, absorbent, 100% cotton, jumbo size 12" x
40" terry towels that are perfect for drying a car. If you prefer to dry you car with towels, then these are the ones for
you. The dark blue color helps make any lint left on the car less obvious. Most towels labeled 100% cotton, in fact,
contain up to 20% polyester fibers that may scratch your paint, so check your towels carefully. If you are plagued by
fine scratches, your towels may be the culprit. Machine wash using detergent only, no fabric softeners and tumble
dry. Do not use dryer towels in the dryer. Each package contains two towels
17607 Detailers Choice 100% Cotton Jumbo Terry Towels

DETAILERS CHOICE 100% COTTON FLANNEL POLISHING CLOTH -

Page of 3 - 13" x
23" Cloths - A super-soft, 100% cotton flannel cloth that is a great cloth to buff and/or apply waxes, glazes, paint
cleaners or metal polishes. Each 13" x 23" cloth is bound on all four edges with cotton thread to reduce fraying. They
are also great for applying vinyl/leather protectants, cleaning clear plastic windows, dusting, etc. The uses are
almost unlimited and they are so handy, you can't have too many of them. May be washed and used over and over
and the more times they are washed, the softer they become. Wash in warm water on the gentle cycle with
detergent only and dry in the dryer with no antistatic towels. Wash before first use to remove excess lint and fabric
sizing. Each package contains three (3) 100% cotton flannel cloths.

17608 Detailers Choice 100% Cotton Flannel Polishing Cloth

DETAILERS CHOICE 100% COTTON MECHANICS SHOP TOWEL -

Package of 5 - 14" x
14" Towels - These are the classic red, 100% cotton mechanics shop towels that are designed to be used and
washed over and over. The 14" by 14" towels are great for cleaning parts with solvents, removing excess grease or
oil or applying an even coat of oil on parts prior to assembly, etc. They should be a part of any auto repair project.
Due to the coarse weave, they should not be used as a polishing cloth. Each package contains five (5) shop towels.

17609 Detailers Choice 100% Cotton Mechanics Shop Towel
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DETAILERS CHOICE LAMBS WOOL WASH MITT - 8" x 10" Mitt - The unmatched softness of
this 8" x 10", 100% lambs wool mitt makes it the ultimate way to wash your car, dust the interior or even give your
fresh coat of wax a final buffing. The classic thumbless mitten design allows use on either hand or either side. The
elastic wrist band will even help hold it firmly on your hand. After use, rinse thoroughly, shake out the excess water
and air-dry. When dirty, gently wash in Woolite, rinse thoroughly and air-dry. We do not recommend machinewashing as the laundry detergent will destroy the leather inner lining. Our absolute favorite car washing mitt.
17611 Detailers Choice Lambs Wool Wash Mitt

DETAILERS CHOICE 100% COTTON 3 PLY POLISHING CLOTH - Package of 2 - 14" x
17" Cloths - DISCONTINUED - Limited Quantities - A super-soft, 3 ply, 100% cotton "diaper type" cloth that may be
used to buff and/or apply waxes, glazes, paint cleaners or metal polishes. Each 14" x 17" cloth contains three layers
of cloth, bound on all four edges with cotton thread to form a very rugged cloth. They are also great for applying
vinyl/leather protectants, cleaning clear plastic windows, dusting, etc. May be washed and used over and over and
the more times they are washed, the softer they become. Wash in warm water on the gentle cycle with detergent
only and dry in the dryer with no antistatic towels. Wash before first use to remove excess lint and fabric sizing
17612 Detailers Choice 100% Cotton 3 Ply Polish Cloth

DETAILERS CHOICE TERRY/FOAM APPLICATOR PADS - 4/PKG - Package of 4"
Diameter - Each package contains four (4), super soft, 4" Diameter, 100% cotton terrycloth covered soft foam
sponge applicators. They are perfect for applying waxes, glazes, polishes or dressings. The soft terrycloth covering
will not scratch and the size is small enough to get into almost any size can of wax. They are washable and may be
used over and over. When dirty, wash in warm soapy water, rinse thoroughly with water, squeeze out the excess
water and air-dry.
17614 Detailers Choice Terry/Foam Applicator Pads - 4/Pkg

DETAILERS CHOICE 2N1 LAMBS WOOL/MESH WASH MITT - 8" x 10", 100% lambs wool
mitt offers the ultimate in softness on one side and nylon mesh aggressive side on the other. Use the wool side to
wash delicate surfaces such as paint and the mesh side to remove bugs from surfaces such as glass that will not
scratch. The classic thumbless mitten design allows use on either hand or either side. The elastic wrist band will
even help hold it firmly on your hand. After use, rinse thoroughly, shake out the excess water and air-dry. When
dirty, gently wash in Woolite, rinse thoroughly and air-dry. We do not recommend machine-washing as the laundry
detergent will destroy the leather inner lining
17615 Detailers Choice 2N1 Lambs Wool/Mesh Wash Mitt

DETAILERS CHOICE SHORT DIP & WASH BRUSH - The 12" long brush is designed to clean
the face of delicate chrome, alloy, anodized or clear coated wheels. The super soft, split tip, nylon bristles are safe
on all wheel surfaces and just the right stiffness to remove brake dust. The knuckle-saving, angled design of the 7"
handle makes this a very handy tool. When dirty, wash in warm, soapy water, rinse thoroughly, shake out the excess
water and air-dry.
17616 Detailers Choice Short Dip & Wash Brush

DETAILERS CHOICE WHISK BROOM & DUST PAN - The 6" x 7" ergonomically designed whisk
broom nests perfectly in the dust pan for easy storage. Snap the two apart and you have a convenient 7" wide
synthetic bristle whisk broom and dust pan to clean up a mess anywhere you wish. When you are done, snap them
together and you will always know where to find both the broom and the dust pan.

17617 Detailers Choice Whisk Broom & Dust Pan

DETAILERS CHOICE PARTS CLEANING BRUSH - 9" Brush - DISCONTINUED - Limited
Quantities Available - A 9" long brush designed to remove the built-up grunge from parts. This is a must have tool for
any auto repair project. The stiff bristles will help your favorite cleaning solvent work to its potential. When finished
using, wash with soap and water, rinse thoroughly and shake out the excess water. The hole in the top of the handle
allows you to hang it up for easy storage.
17619 Detailers Choice Parts Cleaning Brush
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DETAILERS CHOICE CONTOURED TIRE SCRUBBER BRUSH -

A 5" x 3", medium stiff
brush that is specifically contoured to deep-clean tire sidewalls. The ergonomically designed handle keeps your
knuckles safe and even has a neat thumb hold for extra control. Spray the tire with a cleaner such as P21S Total
Auto Wash, gently scrub the sidewall and then rinse thoroughly. After using the brush, rinse thoroughly in clean
water, shake out the excess water and air-dry.

17620 Detailers Choice Contoured Tire Scrubber Brush

DETAILERS CHOICE DIP & WASH BRUSH - Brush with 22" Long Handle - Soft, split tip, nylon
bristles and an extra long 22" handle make it perfect for cleaning convertible and vinyl tops, van tops, wheel wells,
undercarriages, engine compartments and other hard to reach areas. Use carefully as any brush may scratch your
paint if used incorrectly. When dirty, wash in warm, soapy water, rinse thoroughly, shake out the excess water and
air-dry. The hole in the handle makes it convenient to hang up anywhere.
17621 Detailers Choice Dip & Wash Brush

DETAILERS CHOICE EASY-GRIP INTERIOR BRUSH - 6" x 2" Brush - The long soft nylon
bristles of this 6" x 2" brush are great to deep-clean floor mats, carpeting and upholstery. May be used with caution
on velour upholstery. The ergonomic design of the easy-grip handle helps protect you from skinned knuckles. After
use, wash in warm soapy water, rinse thoroughly, shake out the excess water and air-dry. The handle even has a
loop so you can hang it up.
17622 Detailers Choice Easy-Grip Interior Brush

DETAILERS CHOICE FENDER & BODY BRUSH - 7" Brush - The naturally soft Tampico bristles
make this brush great for cleaning the inside of fender wells, engine compartments, tires or other grimy areas. The
knuckle-saving, angled design of the 7" handle makes this a very handy tool to scrub hard to reach areas. Spray
some P21S Total Auto Wash onto the tires, engine compartment, inside of the wheel wells, etc., give the area a
gentle brushing and hose off the accumulated grime. After use, wash in warm, soapy water, rinse thoroughly, shake
out the excess water and air-dry. The handle even has a hook so you may hang it in any convenient place.
17623 Detailers Choice Fender & Body Brush

DETAILERS CHOICE VENT & DASH BRUSH - 6" Brush - Super-soft, 2" long by 1" Diameter
bristles on the 4" wooden handle make this brush perfect to gently remove the dust from A/C Vents, dash
instruments, radios, control panels, speaker grills, etc. The narrow 1" diameter makes it ideal to reach in to get the
dust out of tight spots. Imagination is the only limit of the uses for this brush. When it gets dirty, wash the bristles in
warm soapy water, rinse thoroughly, shake out the excess water and air-dry.
17624 Detailers Choice Vent & Dash Brush

DETAILERS CHOICE SOFT WHEEL BRUSH - 11" Brush - A super-soft wheel brush that is just the
right size to reach deep into the inside of your wheels to loosen the brake dust. The long bristles are attached to an
inner wire loop, forming a 2" wide by 5" long brush that will compress to fit a 2" opening. Spray your favorite wheel
cleaner on a cool, dry wheel, use a sponge to evenly coat all surfaces of the wheel, let it work for a few minutes,
gently brush the dirt to help loosen it and hose off. Very heavy accumulations of brake dust may require repeated
applications of wheel cleaner and repeated brushing. If you have a waffle pattern type wheel, then the Zymol Wheel
Brush may work better.
17625 Detailers Choice Soft Wheel Brush

DETAILERS CHOICE DUAL BRISTLE SOFT WHEEL BRUSH - 10" Brush - A super-soft
wheel brush that has two types of bristles to insure you use just the right bristles for your particular wheel cleaning
chore. The top and bottom black bristles are super-soft and are perfect for light cleaning of delicate wheels. The right
and left gray bristles are a little stiffer and may be used when a more aggressive cleaning is required. The ergonomic
rubber handle makes wheel cleaning a comfortable job. The 10" length is just the right size to reach deep into the
inside of your wheels to loosen the brake dust. The long bristles are attached to an inner wire loop, forming a 2" wide
by 5" long brush that will compress to fit a 2" opening. If you have a waffle pattern type wheel, then the Zymol Wheel
Brush may work better.
17627 Detailers Choice Dual Bristle Soft Wheel Brush
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DETAILERS CHOICE HEAVY-DUTY WASH MITT -

An 8" by 10" rectangular, super-absorbent,
heavy-duty, long fiber wash mitt with no thumb is the economy version of the Detailers Choice Deluxe Wash Mitt.
May be used both wet as a wash mitt or dry as a dusting or polishing mitt. The thumbless design allows you to use it
on either side or either hand, and the elastic wrist band helps keep it on. When dirty, machine-wash warm water, on
the gentle cycle, with detergent only, shake out the excess water and air-dry.

17628 Detailers Choice Heavy-Duty Wash Mitt

DETAILERS CHOICE BRAKE DUST REMOVER - 10" Long Scrubber - This handy tool is
designed to help remove stubborn brake dust in hard to reach areas. The triangular shaped, open web nylon scrub
head, when used along with a quality wheel cleaner, will help loosen caked on brake dust. Use with care, as
aggressive scrubbing may scratch delicate finishes. The 4" long head tapers from 2" to 1" wide and from 1" to 1"
thick and is attached to a 5" long handle, allowing you to reach the back side of almost any of the new wide rims.
17629 Detailers Choice Brake Dust Remover

DETAILERS CHOICE UNLINED COTTON CHENILLE WASH MITT - 6" x 9" Mitt - This
cotton, long fiber, dense pile, unlined, chenille mitt is great for either washing or dusting. The elastic wrist band helps
hold it on your hand. The 6" x 9" size and the soft, chenille fibers make this a super sudsing mitt that helps wash
away dirt and grime without scratching. Since it is cotton chenille, it is safe for all surfaces. When it gets dirty,
machine-wash in warm water, shake out the excess water and air-dry.
17630 Detailers Choice Unlined Cotton Chenille Wash Mitt

DETAILERS CHOICE COTTON CHENILLE FOAM LINED WASH MITT -

8" x 10" Mitt The cotton, long fiber, dense pile, foam lined chenille mitt is great for either washing or dusting. The foam lining
helps protect your hand and the elastic wrist band helps keep on your hand. The 8" x 10" size and the soft, chenille
fibers make this a super sudsing mitt that helps wash away dirt and grime without scratching. Since it is cotton
chenille, it is safe for all surfaces. When it gets dirty, machine-wash in warm water, shake out the excess water and
air-dry

17631 Detailers Cotton Chenille Foam Lined Mitt

DETAILERS CHOICE SUEDE MICROFIBER DUSTING & POLISHING MITT - The
super soft, 7" x 10", suede Microburst fibers make this mitt perfect for dusting and polishing delicate surfaces. The
ultra-fine microfiber suede is safe for virtually any surface including plastic windows, glass, metal, instrument clusters
and many other delicate surfaces. The classic thumbless mitten design allows use on either hand or either side. The
elastic wrist band will even help hold it firmly on your hand. Machine wash using the gentle cycle and warm water
with detergent only, no fabric softener or bleach and machine dry on low without dryer sheets. Do not wash with any
cotton fabric as the lint will be trapped by the microfibers.
17632 Detailers Suede Microfiber Dusting & Polishing Mitt

DETAILERS CHOICE MICROFIBER WHEEL WASH MITT - 7" x 10" Mitt - The plush, super
soft, lint free Microburst Fibers make this 7" x 10" mitt perfect for washing wheels. The thumbless mitten design
allows you to use it on either hand or either side. An elastic wrist band helps hold it on your hand. The terry style
short Microburst Fibers hold lots of water. My favorite mitt to clean wheels. When dirty, machine wash on the gentle
cycle, using warm water with detergent, no fabric softener and dry in the dryer on the low without dryer sheets. Do
not wash with any cotton fabric as the lint will be trapped by the microfibers.
17633 Detailers Choice Microfiber Wheel Wash Mitt

DETAILERS CHOICE PREMIUM COTTON CHENILLE WASH MITT -

7" x 11" Mitt - This
100% cotton, extra long fiber, extra dense pile chenille mitt is great for either washing or dusting. The foam lining
helps protect your hand and the elastic wrist band helps keep on your hand. The 7" x 11" size and the super soft,
long chenille fibers make this a super sudsing mitt that helps wash away dirt and grime without scratching. The
unique twisted fiber design holds more water than traditional mitts. Since it is 100% cotton chenille, it is safe for all
surfaces. When it gets dirty, machine-wash in warm water, shake out the excess water and air-dry.

17634 Detailers Choice Premium Cotton Chenille Wash Mitt
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DETAILERS CHOICE CONTOURED COTTON CHENILLE WASH PAD -

8" x 5" Pad The long fiber, dense, cotton chenille pile is sewn over all sides of an absorbent 8" by 5" ergonomically contoured
sponge. The easy to grip contoured shaped, super-sudsing pad lifts dirt and grime and washes it away without
scratching. Since it is cotton chenille, it is safe for all surfaces. This is a great tool for washing wheels. After use,
rinse thoroughly in clean water, squeeze out the excess water and air-dry.

17635 Detailers Choice Contoured Cotton Chenille Wash Pad

DETAILERS CHOICE MICROFIBER WHEEL SCRUB SPONGE - 4" x 6" Pad - The "waffle
weave" microfiber is sewn over all sides of an absorbent 4" x 6" sponge. This easy to grip wheel cleaning sponge is
soft enough yet aggressive enough to help clean dirt and grime from your wheels. The waffle weave microfiber helps
pick up and trap dirt. The soft sponge makes it flexible enough to fit into most areas of your wheels. This great pad
may become your favorite wheel cleaning tool. Machine wash using the gentle cycle and warm water with detergent
only, no fabric softener or bleach and machine dry on low without dryer sheets. Do not wash with any cotton fabric
as the lint will be trapped by the microfibers.
17636 Detailers Choice Microfiber Wheel Scrub Sponge

DETAILERS CHOICE MICROFIBER WATERPROOF LINED WASH MITT -

7" x 11"
Wash Mitt - This extra dense pile, extra long fiber, microfiber chenille mitt is great for washing. The mesh lining helps
protect your hand and the elastic wrist band helps keep it on your hand. The 7" x 11" size and the super soft, long
chenille fibers make this a super sudsing mitt that helps wash away dirt and grime without scratching. The unique
twisted fiber design holds more water than traditional mitts. Since it is microfiber chenille, it is safe for all surfaces.
When dirty, machine wash using the gentle cycle and warm water with detergent, no fabric softener or bleach and air
dry. Do not wash with any cotton fabric as the lint will be trapped by the microfibers.

17637 Detailers Choice Microfiber Waterproof Lined Wash Mitt

DETAILERS CHOICE UNLINED MICROFIBER CHENILLE WASH MITT - 7" x 11" Mitt This microfiber, dense pile, unlined, chenille mitt is great for either washing or dusting. The elastic wrist band helps
hold it on your hand. The 7" x 11" size and the soft, chenille fibers make this a super sudsing mitt that helps wash
away dirt and grime without scratching. Since it is microfiber chenille, it is safe for all surfaces. When dirty, machine
wash using the gentle cycle and warm water with detergent, no fabric softener or bleach and air dry. Do not wash
with any cotton fabric as the lint will be trapped by the microfibers.
17638 Detailers Unlined Microfiber Chenille Wash Mitt

DETAILERS CHOICE MICROFIBER ULTIMATE WASH MITT - 7" x 11" Wash Mitt - This
extra dense pile, extra long fiber, microfiber chenille mitt is great for washing. The mesh lining helps protect your
hand and the elastic wrist band helps keep it on your hand. The 7" x 11" size and the super soft, long chenille fibers
make this a super sudsing mitt that helps wash away dirt and grime without scratching. The unique twisted fiber
design holds more water than traditional mitts. Since it is microfiber chenille, it is safe for all surfaces. When dirty,
machine wash using the gentle cycle and warm water with detergent, no fabric softener or bleach and air dry. Do not
wash with any cotton fabric as the lint will be trapped by the microfibers.
17639 Detailers Choice Microfiber Ultimate Wash Mitt

DETAILERS CHOICE GIANT CONTOUR SPONGE - 8 3/4" x 3 3/4" Sponge - The hourglass
shape makes this closed-cell, soft foam sponge easy to hold and the 8" x 4" x 3" size holds lots of water. When
finished using, wash in warm soapy water, rinse thoroughly, squeeze out and air-dry.
17641 Detailers Choice Giant Contour Sponge

DETAILERS CHOICE EASY-GRIP SPONGE - 4" x 8" Sponge - A soft, polyurethane closed-cell
foam sponge with an easy-grip design to help protect your fingers. The 4" by 8" by 3" high sponge has a molded in
finger grip along the top. It is one of the best sponges we have found for cleaning wheels. Spray the Wheel Cleaner
on the wheel and use the sponge to spread the wheel cleaner evenly over the entire surface of the wheel.
17642 Detailers Choice Easy-Grip Sponge
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DETAILERS CHOICE 2N1 SUPER SCRUBBING SPONGE - One side is a super soft wash
sponge and the other side is stiff textured sponge to scrub bugs and tar from glass headlights, glass windows and
other non painted surfaces. The 5" x 7" rounded edge sponge is a handy cleaning tool for tough jobs. Do not use
the stiff textured side on paint as it may scratch. After using, rinse thoroughly with lots of clean water, squeeze out
and air dry.
17643 Detailers Choice 2N1 Super Scrubbing Sponge

DETAILERS CHOICE 2N1 LUGNUT & DETAIL BRUSH -

The 8 1/2" x 1 1/2" two part brush The best we have ever found to help clean the hard to reach areas of your wheels. The lug nut brush section has
three thin 3" long loop brushes attached to a 4 1/2" handle with a center hole that fits over the lug nut and scrubs
both the lug nut and the inside of the surrounding wheel area at the same time. Spray on a light coat of wheel
cleaner , slide the brush over the lug nut and gently twist a couple of times. Remove the brush and rinse thoroughly
with water. The bristles are medium stiff so they will flex to fit most size lug nuts. The removable center brush is 5"
long with conical shaped bristles that will help clean small areas. All brushes should be used with care as aggressive
use may cause scratches on delicate finishes.

17649 Detailers Choice 2N1 Lugnut & Detail Brush

DETAILERS CHOICE DELUXE INTERIOR BRUSH -

7" x 3" Brush - The long, soft nylon bristles
of this 7" x 3" brush are great to deep-clean floor mats, carpeting and upholstery. The ergonomic design of the nonslip comfort grip handle with thumb rest helps protect your knuckles. The body of the brush has a soft rubber
"bumper" to protect your interior from brush marks. After use, wash in warm soapy water, rinse thoroughly, shake
out the excess water and air-dry. The handle even has a hole so you can hang it up.

17650 Detailers Choice Deluxe Interior Brush

DETAILERS CHOICE 2N1 DASH DUSTER -

12" Duster - This handy 12" long duster has two
different working ends that are the perfect size to dust all areas of your interior, including the tight nooks and
crannies of your dash. The 5" long by 2" Diameter, soft, 100% cotton mop end soaks up the dust from the dash,
vents, radios, CD players, car phones, etc. The 1" long nylon bristle brush end will get the dust in any areas that the
mop end may miss. An ergonomically designed plastic handle makes it easy to use. When the nylon brush or mop
end are dirty, wash in warm, soapy water, rinse thoroughly and air-dry.

17652 Detailers Choice 2N1 Dash Duster

DETAILERS CHOICE INTERIOR CAR DUSTER - 12" x 6" Duster - The 4" x 6" duster head with
specially treated, 2" long, 100% cotton fibers lifts dust from your dash and interior surfaces without scratching. The
super-soft, 100% cotton "mop head" caresses the dust from the interior and the 9" long handle makes it easy to
reach any part of the interior. Hold the handle approximately 1" from the surface, so that the ends of the fibers
gently remove the dust. Never apply any pressure with the duster, simply caress the surface with the last inch of the
fibers. Do not wash as washing will remove the impregnated dust attractant. Simply dust an area, shake out and
continue dusting.
17653 Detailers Choice Interior Car Duster

DETAILERS CHOICE 2N1 MICROFIBER DASH DUSTER - 12" Duster - This handy 12" long
duster has two different working ends that are the perfect size to dust all areas of your interior, including the tight
nooks and crannies of your dash. The 5" long by 2" Diameter, soft, microfiber mop end soaks up the dust from the
dash, vents, radios, CD players, car phones, etc. The 1" long nylon bristle brush end will get the dust in any areas
that the mop end may miss. An ergonomically designed plastic handle makes it easy to use. When the nylon brush
or mop end are dirty, wash in warm, soapy water, rinse thoroughly and air-dry.
17654 Detailers Choice 2n1 Microfiber Dash Duster
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DETAILERS CHOICE MICROFIBER INTERIOR DUSTER - 12" x 6" Duster - The 4" x 6" duster
head with the 2" long, twisted microfiber strands lifts dust from your dash and interior surfaces without scratching.
The super-soft, microfiber "mop head" caresses the dust from the interior and the 9" long handle makes it easy to
reach any part of the interior. Hold the handle approximately 1" from the surface, so that the ends of the fibers gently
remove the dust. Never apply any pressure with the duster, simply caress the surface with the last inch of the fibers.
To clean the head, remove the head and machine wash using the gentle cycle and warm water with detergent only,
no fabric softener or bleach and machine dry on low without dryer sheets. Do not wash with any cotton fabric as the
lint will be trapped by the microfibers.
17655 Detailers Choice Microfiber Interior Duster

DETAILERS CHOICE MICROFIBER BRAKE DUST CLOTH - 12" x 15" Cloth - This special
weave microfiber cloth will help remove mild to moderate accumulations of brake dust without chemicals. Thoroughly
wet the cloth with water and gently wipe down your wheels. It will help remove the brake dust as it polishes the
wheel. May be used over and over. When it is dirty, machine wash using the gentle cycle and warm water with
detergent only, no fabric softener or bleach and machine dry on low without dryer sheets. Do not wash with any
cotton fabric as the lint will be trapped by the microfibers.
17659 Detailers Choice Microfiber Brake Dust Cloth

DETAILERS CHOICE MICROBURST DUSTING CLOTH - 12 1/2" x 15 3/4" Microfiber Cloth The new Microburst Fibers make this cloth incredible for dusting or cleaning glass, chrome, plastic, vinyl or leather.
This soft, lint-free, 12" x 15" cloth has dust trapping properties that are unsurpassed. It will also lift light, filmy residue
from glass and most other hard surfaces. The uses are limited only by your imagination. May be used dry for dusting
or polishing or wet with a multitude of cleaners. Machine-wash using the gentle cycle and warm water with
detergent, no fabric softener and dry in the dryer. They are also great to remove dust from your computer screen.
17660 Detailers Choice Microburst Dusting Cloth

DETAILERS CHOICE MICROFIBER WAFFLE WEAVE WHEEL DRYING TOWEL 24" x 31" Microfiber Wheel Drying Towel - A super large, super absorbent, super soft, waffle pattern, Microfiber
drying towel that is perfect for drying wheels. The towel is so absorbent you can usually dry all four wheels without
wringing. If your favorite drying implement is several 100% cotton terry towels, then this one 24" x 31" towel will
replace them all. The waffle weave pattern is designed to maximize the surface area of the cloth and maximize the
amount of water the towel will absorb. Machine wash using the gentle cycle and warm water with detergent only, no
fabric softener or bleach and machine dry on low without dryer sheets. Do not wash with any cotton fabric as the lint
will be trapped by the microfibers.

17661 Detailers Microfiber WaffleWeave Wheel Dry Towel

DETAILERS CHOICE MICROFIBER APPLICATOR PAD WITH POCKET - 6" Diameter A 6" diameter foam pad covered with super-soft, terry weave microfiber with a unique design finger pocket on top to
protect your fingers. This pad is a great way to apply cleaners, glazes, waxes and even liquid protectants. When
dirty, wash in warm soapy water, rinse thoroughly with water, squeeze out the excess water and air-dry.
17662 Detailers Microfiber Applicator Pad With Pocket

DETAILERS CHOICE MICROBURST WAFFLE WEAVE WHEEL SCRUB SPONGE 4" x 6" Microfiber Wheel Scrub Sponge - A super soft, Mircroburst covered contoured sponge that is perfect for
cleaning wheels. Spray a small amount of wheel cleaner on to a cool, dry wheel and use the Scrub Sponge to
spread the cleaner evenly across the surface. The soft, Microburst fibers will really help the wheel cleaner to remove
stubborn brake dust. Machine wash using the gentle cycle and warm water with detergent only, no fabric softener or
bleach and machine dry on low without dryer sheets. Do not wash with any cotton fabric as the lint will be trapped by
the microfibers.

17663 Detailers Micro Waffle Weave Wheel Scrub Sponge
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DETAILERS CHOICE MICROBURST DUSTING MITT - 10" x 6" Microfiber Mitt DISCONTINUED - Limited Quantities Available - The new Microburst Fiber technology makes this mitt incredible for
dusting or cleaning glass, chrome, plastic, vinyl or leather. The soft, lint-free, 10" x 6" mitt has unsurpassed dust
trapping capabilities. The full foam lining makes it very comfortable to use. We have found it to be one of the best
ways to remove light film from the inside of glass and most other hard surfaces. The uses are limited only by your
imagination. May be used dry for dusting or polishing or wet with a multitude of cleaners. Machine-wash on the
gentle cycle, using warm water with detergent, no fabric softener and dry in the dryer. They also work great to
remove dust from computer screens. Discontinued - limited quantities available.
17664 Detailers Choice Microburst Dusting Mitt

DETAILERS CHOICE MICROBURST WINDOW CLEANING KIT - 6" x 8" Mitt with 6" long
handle - DISCONTINUED - Limited Quantities Available - If you have problems cleaning the inside corners of your
windshield, rear glass window or other glass, then this kit will help. The 6" wide by 8" long, flexible, trangular
shaped, paddle head connected to the 6" long handle of the window cleaning tool allows you to reach into any tight
corner. The disposable Microburst bonnet that slips over the paddle head and locks into place, allows you to clean
glass without or with glass cleaner. If the glass is relatively clean, hold the window cleaning tool by the handle and
press the head firmly against the glass, run the Microburst bonnet over the glass to burnish the glass clean. If
needed, it may also be used with a small amount of your favorite glass cleaner. The kit contains the window
cleaning paddle and ten disposable, window cleaning bonnets.
17666 Detailers Choice MicroBurst Window Cleaning Kit

DETAILERS CHOICE MICROBURST WINDOW CLEANING BONNETS - 9" x 5 1/2" Mitt DISCONTINUED - Limited Quantities Available - The package contains ten replacement Microburst bonnets. These
bonnets slip over the paddle head of the Window Cleaning wand and lock into place. The Microburst Bonnets will
clean relatively clean glass without glass cleaner. Heavy accumulations of polymer off gassing or dirt may require
using a small amount of glass cleaner.
17667 Detailers MicroBurst Window Cleaning Bonnets

DETAILERS CHOICE DELUXE RUBBER WINDOW SQUEEGEE -

8" x 10" Squeegee - The
8" wide rubber blade side wipes glass squeaky clean and the nylon mesh covered foam side helps to remove tough
stains and bugs from windshields, headlights and glass windows. Spray your favorite glass cleaner on the glass,
allow it to work for a few seconds and then use the rubber squeegee blade side to remove the glass cleaner. Wipe
the blade clean with a soft cloth or paper towel and repeat. The hole in the handle allows you to hang it up for easy
storage. After use, rinse thoroughly and shake out excess water.

17671 Detailers Choice Deluxe Rubber Window Squeegee

DETAILERS CHOICE LEATHER CHAMOIS WINDOW WIPE - 3 1/2" x 1 1/2" Window Wipe The cod oil tanned leather chamois pad is a handy way to dry glass. Wet the wipe, squeeze out the excess water
and wipe down the glass. The chamois will suck up the water from the glass. May also be used to remove fogging
from windows and mirrors. The small size makes it convenient to store in your glove compartment.
17685 Detailers Choice Leather Chamois Window Wipe

DETAILERS CHOICE 6 WAY TORCH HOSE NOZZLE - Torch Style - This rugged metal nozzle
with a soft rubber coating and ergonomically designed handle provides 6 spray patterns: shower, soaker, mist, flat,
cone and jet. The flow volume is controlled for each of the 6 patterns by the adjustable squeeze handle that fits
comfortably in the palm of your hand. To change the spray pattern, simply turn the nozzle face to the desired setting.
The soft rubber grip conforms to your fingers for a comfortable grip.
17690 Detailers Choice 6 Way Torch Hose Nozzle

DETAILERS CHOICE 6 WAY PISTOL GRIP HOSE NOZZLE - Pistol Grip - This rugged metal
nozzle with a soft rubber coating and ergonomically designed handle provides 6 spray patterns: shower, soaker,
mist, flat, cone and jet. The flow volume is controlled for each of the 6 patterns by the adjustable squeeze handle
that fits comfortably in the palm of your hand. To change the spray pattern, simply turn the nozzle face to the desired
setting. The soft rubber grip conforms to your fingers for a comfortable grip.
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17692 Detailers Choice 6 Way Pistol Grip Hose Nozzle

DETAILERS CHOICE FIRE HOSE NOZZLE - 3 1/2" Rubber Coated Fire Hose Nozzle - Adjusts
from a gentle mist to a powerful jet stream. The metal nozzle is covered by a heavy layer of durable rubber that
protects your vehicle's finish from accidental hits and keeps the nozzle in good shape even when it is dropped onto
concrete. Twist the outer ring to adjust the flow from a gentle mist to a powerful jet stream. Many concour
enthusiasts believe that the gentle mist is the only way to wash their pride and joy.
17693 Detailers Choice Fire Hose Nozzle

DETAILERS CHOICE SELF COILING 50' CAR WASH HOSE - Self Coiling Wash Hose - 50
Feet Long - DISCONTINUED - Limited Quantities - The self coiling, tangle free 50' long hose is easy to handle and
stores in a minimal space (The 50' length comes packaged in a 29" long by 4" by 4" box.) The UV resistant,
polyurethane wash hose weighs less than most other hoses and the coiling action prevents kinks that block water
flow. The heavy duty brass fittings mean it will last. Discontinued - limited quantities available.
17696 Detailers Choice Self Coiling 50' Car Wash Hose - Discontinued
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AUSTRALIAN DELUXE WOOL WASH MITT WITH THUMB -

8" x 10" Wash Mitt with Thumb
- This super-soft, natural wool wash mitt with thumb is the most gentle way to wash your car. The extra long, soft,
wool fibers keep the dirt away from the paint and help prevent scratching. The 8" x 10" size holds lots of car wash
and speeds washing. A deluxe elastic wristband helps hold it on your hand and the thumb gives you better control.
A wash mitt is our favorite way to wash a car. After use, rinse thoroughly, shake out the excess water and air-dry.
When dirty, gently wash in Woolite, rinse thoroughly and air-dry. We do not recommend machine-washing as the
laundry detergent will destroy the leather inner lining.

18001

Australian Deluxe Wool Wash Mitt With Thumb

AUSTRALIAN DELUXE WOOL CAR DUSTER -

A 25" long lightweight duster with a 13" x 5"
plush, 100% wool pelt duster head on a 12" long birch wood handle that gently lifts dry dust from your vehicle's
surface using static electricity. The plush, 100% wool pelt duster head with thousands of soft, static electric
charged fibers act as a magnet to naturally attract and hold dust without the use of chemicals. To charge the fibers
with static electricity, simply shake or spin the duster to dislodge any trapped dust and then rub the fibers of the
wool pelt in the palm of your hand in one direction for about 10 seconds. Gently glide the duster over the dusty
surface and then repeat the shake/spin/charge cycle. When matted, brush with a soft brush to "fluff up" the fibers.
When done with the duster, hang it up using the leather loop on the end of the handle.

18005

Australian Deluxe Wool Car Duster

PRODUCT LIST - 2010
KOZAK - CAR CARE PRODUCTS
Product
Number

Product
Description

KOZAK AUTO DRY WASH CLOTH -

3.8" sq ft Dry Wash Cloth - The 3.8 square foot dusting cloth is
made from specially treated 100% domestic, extra fine cotton fibers with a super plush nap to hold and lift dry dust
from your car. The cloth is treated with a special formulation of dust attractants that are safe for your hands and
your car's paint. To dust a car, open up the cloth, lay it on the paint, pick up one end and gently pull the cloth
across the paint. Remove the cloth and snap it away from the car to shake off the dust. Repeat this process until
the car is dust free. When finished shake out the cloth and refold it into its storage pouch. It will not remove mud,
bird droppings, tree sap or other dried contaminants. Never wash the cloth as it will remove the dust attractant and
ruin the cloth.

18101

Kozak Auto Dry Wash Cloth
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